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Overview: PepTenChip® a novel Biodetection System
Introduction
Characterization of proteins by high-throughput technologies
are in great demand. The major goal of bio-chips is their use
for rapid and economical characterization of biological samples.
We have devoted considerable efforts to the development of
novel bio-chip systems, which are urgently required in
proteome research. We have proposed a novel biochipconcept for a protein detection system involving labeled
structured peptides as capture molecules and the ‘proteinfingerprint’ method, which affords a barcode-like visualization,
while the protein-protein interaction can be mimicked by a
protein-peptide interaction [Reviewed in 1, 2, 3]. The novel
chip, designated PepTenChip®, satisfies all these requirements
for protein detection, specificity, reproducibility, sensitivity,
easy handling, stability (storage/transport) and production
economics.
During the last decade considerable effort has been
devoted to the development of a novel biodetection system
using structured peptides with fluorescent dyes as labels for
capture molecules and recently the 4 key technologies have
been completed. Those are (1) Capture molecules: de novo
designed labeled structured peptides (inc. glycol-peptides).
Fluorescently labeled a-helical, b-loop and b-strand peptides
(total number of ca 2500 and ca 100 O-glycosylated peptides)
have been successfully prepared by improved solid-phase
syntheses and characterization. The peptide solution (350 pico
Liter), which contained Cys-residues for immobilization on the
chip-surface, was deposited to form a ca 100 micron spot on a
novel material.
(2) Novel Chip Material: Amorphous carbon, significant
advantages over conventional glass-slides. Construction of
libraries is the most important for peptide micro-arrays, in
which the HiPep technologies had been fully applied, which
involved surface chemistry of the chip material. (3) Arrayer
(high throughput arraying) for deposition of labeled structured
peptides on to the chip surface. (4) Novel detector, on-site
use: easy handling, maintenance free, space saving=portable
detector. the deposition of peptide solutions by an arrayer,
detection and data mining. We have achieved several
applications of the PepTenChip® [4, 5].
Protein-peptide interactions can be visualized by the
PepTenChip®. The peptides were arrayed on the surface of a
novel chip material, amorphous carbon with the novel surface
chemistry. Our novel concept (patented in EU, Japan and
USA) and key technologies for biodetection have been
established. The microarray system allowed minimization of
amounts of both analytes (nano gram) and capture molecules
(several femto-moles). Hence, protein-protein interactions can
be mimicked by protein-peptides in which the peptides have
the appropriate structures. These peptides have been used as
capture molecules in our biodetection. The structural changes
of the protein as an analyte are reflected in the fluorescence
intensity changes of capture peptides in a dose dependent
manner. The changes can be visualized as a pattern in a color
bar-code which is designated a “Protein Fingerprint”. In
contrast to a conventional detection method, using a set of
“antigen-antibodies”, our detection system is not only
detection of specific molecules themselves (so called
“biomarkers”) in a 1:1 manner, but also surrogate markers.
The principle of detection is the differences in fluorescent
intensity change caused by the analytes derived from normal
vs. diseased subjects, for example. The key technologies
based on the novel concept for biodetection have been
completed. Our concept has a significant potential for
industrial production of biochips. Expected applications are
early detection of diseases, infectious disorders and/or health
examination in addition to safety control of drugs and foods.

High quality capture molecules
Arrayed molecules of PepTenChip® are designed peptides,
which had been synthesized, purified and characterized one by
one by the highly efficient manner in improved solid-phase
peptide syntheses (SPPS). These are several hundreds of
labeled structured peptides of which secondary structures are
confirmed by CD spectra. Hence the SPOT syntheses can not
be employed, since the quality assurance is very important for
quantitative analyses and reproducibility in biodetection. In fact
one of the most important issues in bio-chips for protein
detection is quantitative analysis.
Novel material for PepTenChip®
The novel chip material made from amorphous carbon has
been developed [6], which has significant advantages over
conventional glass slides, those are: (1) mechanically more
stable, (2) chemically inert, (3) shows no self-fluorescence, (4)
easy manufactured by laser drawing, thus micro-channel
effects can be easily maximized (5) environmentally friendly
(regeneration is easier) (6) higher thermal conductivity and
higher electro-conductivity (heating & cooling can be easily
performed, and can be used for electrochemical reactions). The
grinding flatness is < 10 micron that has been performed by
hard-disk technology. The surface chemistry which we have
developed (patents pending) allows extremely low back ground
and non-specific adsorption, uniform distribution of functional
groups on the plate surface and their concentration on the
surface is much higher than conventional materials, thus
immobilization is much easier. Ion analysis using a detector of
electric conductivity has been developed to confirm the
amounts of functional group on the surface (patents applied
for). This is indispensable for quality control of each bio-chip
and is important as conventional X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy data do not correlate directly with reaction
stoichiometry. The results revealed that the loading amounts
on the present amino-carbon plate were ca 40 pmol/mm2.
Commercial slide glass has significant nonspecific absorption
and not allowed to determine precisely. Together with present
improved surface technology the arraying conditions have also
been successfully optimized to give at least 10-20 amounts of
immobilized peptides than previously.
To improve the spot formation tedious protocols have been
proposed (metal ions or detergent was used as additives), since
microarray spots often exhibit ring-like structures, which
produce difficulties in quantitative characterization. The
PepTenChip® gives uniformed spot-distribution using the
improved surface technology. The basic chemical modification
of our surface is through an amino group and further
derivatization to carboxyl group, bromoacetyl group,
succinimide ester, maleimide or biotin-streptavidin is easily
achieved. Thus, the present material with special surface
processing technologies provides excellent possible applications
for bio-chips, sample trays for micro analyzers such as MALDITOF, ultra micro/nano-plates (assay), and micro reactors [7].
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Nokihara, K. et.al., Kobunsi Ronbunshu, 61, pp 523, 2004. (in
Japanese)
Nokihara, K. et.al.,Solid-Phase Synthesis & Combinatorial Chemical
Libraries 2004, Epton, R. ed.; Mayflower Scientific, UK, pp 83, 2004.
Nokihara, K., Peptide Science for Medical Applications (Book), Ⅶ Part
7 Chapter 5, pp 306-315, CMC Publisher,2017. (in Japanese)
Nokihara, K et. al., Peptide Science 2007, Aimoto, S., Ono, S. eds.;
pp106, 2008.
Kawasaki, T., Ohyama, T., Hirata, A. and Nokihara, K., Bull. Chem.
Soc. Jpn., 83, 799-801. 2010.
Nokihara, K., et. al., Peptide Science 2008, Nomizu, M., ed., pp 95,
2009.
Nokihara, K., et. al., Peptide Science 2009, Okamoto, K., ed.; pp
337, 2010.
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Biodetection of several toxicant proteins has been achieved as an application of O-glycopeptides libraries. We have demonstrated
that toxicant proteins show different responses to different glycopeptides using the present chip in a dose dependent manner
and protein fingerprints can be obtained against such toxicant proteins in solution using titer plates to give a similar detection
range to that of conventional ELISA. In fact, solution assay requires larger amounts of arrayed peptides and analytes. We have
constructed a biochip using the above plates. At the present time the optimized amounts of arrayed peptides on a chip was 9
femto mole and toxicant protein as an analyte was ca 20 ng. The assay has also been performed in the presence of 2% milk to
simulate practical conditions. These results suggested that glycopeptide arrays show promising applications as a toxin detection
tool. The novel peptide microarray has been applied to saliva analyses [8]. The arrays used were 552 fluorescent labeled
designed peptides exhibited α-helices as capture molecules. Conventionally ELISA is widely used for clinical tests, although
periodontal disease inspection required time consuming and high cost. A simple and rapid detection by using fluorescent labeled
peptide microarrays, designated PepTenChip®, was achieved.
8. Nokihara, K., et. al., Peptide Science 2016, Akaji, K., ed.; Japanese Peptide Society, pp 131, 2017.
upon request references (pdf files) can be sent by email

Concept and Array with Designed Peptides
Mission of Biochips: Real time + On-site Detection Rapidness・Energy saving in Biodetection！
High throughput syntheses and characterization → High quality peptides

Biomolecular Recognition using Peptide Derivatives
 Peptides are the core as transmitters via receptors &
immune responses.
 Peptide-recognition = the mimic of protein-protein
interaction.
 Proteins can be mimicked by peptides.
 Peptides can be designed and synthesized.
 Peptides can have structures.
 Large diversity is possible.
 Non-proteinogenic amino acids can be used.
 Syntheses and characterization methods are established.

PepTenChip® is an array-system
made from immobilized designed
labeled peptides.
PepTenChip® is a Bio-chip for biomolecule assay in the next generation,
satisfies all requirements for protein
detection: specificity, reproducibility,
sensitivity, easy handling, stability
(storage/transport) and production
economics.

Biochips for the next generation: “PepTenChip®”
1. Applications of on biological functions and molecular recognitions based on peptides and proteins
2. Construction of peptide libraries and related devices and reagents, and consumers: Major commercial
products were developed for in-house use (own research)
3. Application oriented consultation, contract research, and training
4. Contract peptide synthesis and purification, analyses discovery, optimization with design
5. Amino acid analysis, chiral analysis, detection of contaminants, MS analyses for proteins and peptides
6. Bio-molecular Recognition Peptides and related compound Libraries
7. Development of methodology for drug discovery, screening, therapy and diagnosis

Peptide Design
Target recognized fluorescent labeled
peptides change their fluorescent
intensities caused by structure changes.
The concept of a novel biochip system,
PepTenChip® involves the ‘proteinfingerprint’ method. The most
important factors for peptide microarrays are peptide libraries and chip
materials. We have successfully
constructed O-glycopeptides in addition
to the previous over 3000 structured
peptides.
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Novel material for Chip-plates: Amorphous Carbon
PepTenChip® made from Amorphous Carbon (PATs & PAT.P)
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨
⑩
⑪

⑫
⑬

Mechanically stable (easy handling)
Chemically inert
Environmentally friendly (easier regeneration)
Easily manufactured by laser drawing; Flat: Slide glass size,
custom-made size; Ultra nano-well i.e. 1-2 nano L
Extremely low back ground
No self-fluorescence: Fig. A
Lowest non-specific adsorption: Fig. B.
Uniformed distribution of functional groups: Fig. C
Uniformed spot-formation
on the microchips: Fig. D
Original surface chemistry (derivatization and functional groups)
Functional group-rich on surface → Easy immobilization
The novel method for quantization the amounts of functional
group: QC method (PAT)
Higher electroconductivity
sample tray¥ Chip and MS
Higher thermal conductivity (easily heating & cooling)
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Specifications
Specific gravity 1.4892 g/cm3
Standard chip size 25 x 75 mm
（tolerance ±0.1 mm）
thickness1 mm （ ±0.025 mm）
Upper left corner （1.5 x 2.0 mm）
Tailor made format, size, well
volume / location: ex Flat,
Ultra nano-well
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PepTenChip® Derivatization Patterns

PepTenChip® (Dry up)

Analyte

Over view of the PepTenChip® System
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Advantages of
Peptide Arrays:
DEPOSIT & DRY
chip allowed unlike
proteins as capture
molecules
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Analytes : sera of 17 normal subjects (volunteers)
Sample sera were
applied on
PepTenChip®,
incubated at room
temperature and
detected by a PTCFD12. Fluorescent
intensity changes
were characterized
by statistical
analyses
(multivariate
analyses).

Heat map
analysis: samples
exhibit similar
intensity change,
no significant
changes have
been envisaged in
healthy subjects
PCA exhibit 3 groups and present showing slight differences

PepTenChip® Lineup
Nano Well

Microchannel
Custom-made

Amorphous
Carbon plate

Various surface
(Tailor-made)

Basic surface
chemistry

Carboxyl
group

Amino group
Maleimide
Bromoacetyl
Streptavidin
and other

Designed peptide array
(Protein characterization by
protein finger print method)

Standard chip size is same as conventional glass slide. Order-made side available. Ultra micro well (nanowell) and micro-channel can be supplied upon request. （Custom-order is quote in each case）.

P/N Chart
01

Fully derivatized

02

3 Block derivatized

03

Manual array

04

24Blocks-incubator

X

Custom-made

size

PepTenChip

PTC-PAX-01/02/03/X-01/02/03/X-N
Surface
chemistry

Derivatizing
Pattern

Number
of library

01

25 x 75 mm

02

20 x 30 mm

03

10 x 10 mm

X

Custom-made

Substrate for PepTenChip® can be used for biodetection, Assay Plates; Micro-reactors; Sample trays
(microanalyzers) and other industrial products
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Quality assurance
PepTenChip® amino surface;
Stable at least 3 months under the protection from light, .PepTenChip® with fluorescent labeled (TAMRA)
arrayed: Poor stable without protection against light. Under protection of light, it is stable at least 3 months
(25 oC). Derivatized chip should be stored in freezer (below -20 oC). And before use acclimatization at room
temperature and immediately used when package is opened.

○：
Stable

Protected
against
light, 25 oC

Not protected against light

Biochip: On-site & Real time USE

Laboratory,
25 oC

Outside of the laboratory,
25-35 oC

1 week

○

○

○ (tested in the summer)

1 month

○

○

×

3 months

○

○

×

PepTenChip® is an array-system of
immobilized designed labeled peptides which
satisfies all these requirements for protein
detection, specificity, reproducibility,
sensitivity, easy handling, stability (storage/
transport) and production economics.

PepTenChip® Product Line
Product

Surface

Ｐ／Ｎ

ZeroFlat

Without derivatization

PTC-ZF-NN-01

ZeroWell

Well, without derivatization

PTC-ZW-NN-01

Description and possible Applications
Basic use :Free processing by users（Easy handling).
Possible to make wells or micro-channels.
Special application: Substrate for photovoltaic generation
(fuel battery separator), components of semiconductor
(Carbon wafer), aerospace materials.

AM

Amino group (G)

PTC-AM-NN-01

The surface covered with amino groups. The very low nonspecific adsorption. Basic use ：Immobilization with
anionic polymers (eg DNA etc.) Modification to the
carboxyl group.

CA

Carboxyl G

PTC-CA-NN-01

Basic use ：Immobilization with cationic polymers by the
ionic bond. The amino group can be immobilized thru
amide bonds.

MI

Maleimide G

PTC-MI-NN-01

The maleimide group is useful for sulfhydryl reaction (eg
Cys).

BR

Bromoacetyl G

PTC-BA-NN-01

Immobilization through sulfhydryl group.

SA

Streptavidin

PTC-SA-NN-01

Immobilization for biotin-labeled biomolecules.

PepTenChip®PA ～ Biochips in the next generation ～
Peptide array designed peptides are arrayed as capture molecules by covalent bond for detection.
The protein can be identified through constructing the data base by the protein fingerprint method. We can also custom-made
Chip-plates Upon requests. The standard size of the chip-plate is the same as conventional slide glass. Any size can be made.
Product name

Ｐ／Ｎ

Description and Application

PepTenChip®PAH

PTC-PAH-01/02-01

About 500 kinds of labeled a-helical
peptides

PepTenChip®PAL

PTC-PAL-01/02-01

About 500 kinds of labeled b-loop
peptides

PepTenChip®PAS

PTC-PAS-01/02-01

About 400 kinds of labeled b-sheet
peptides

PepTenChip®PAG

PTC-PAG-01/02-01

About 100 kinds of labeled
glycopeptide

PepTenChip®PAX

PTC-PAX-01/02-01

Designed peptide library for customer
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1. The PepTenChip® plates are
suitable also for array
consisting of DNA, sugar,
antibody, antigen and low
molecular compounds.
2. For collaboration PepTenChip®
will be supplied free. (ref.
alliance) Trial can be delivered
also free under MTA.

Image Reader for PepTenChip® ON SITE use
Model PTC-FD11 and FD12 Specifications
Scientific CMOS sensor
Image capture software
Space saving size = 35～45 H x 29 L x 25 W cm
LED-Spotlight Excitation
Default：Excitation 532±20nm
Fluorescence dependent filter: 590±20 nm
(Standard)
Image capture software Weight： ca. 16 kg
Model
Size
Main
Component

PTC-FD11

PTC-FD12

35 H x 29 L x 25 W cm

45 H x 29 L x 25 W cm

Digital CCD Camera, Hamamatsu Photonics,
ORCA Flash4.0、
Light Source & power supply integrated
sCMOS (16 bit) sensor
Power supply for camera

Digital CCD Camera, Roper Japan
OptiMos
Light Source & power supply
integrated
sCMOS (16 bit) sensor
Power supply for camera

PC

OS： Windows 7 Professional JP, USB3.0, Monitor, Key Board, Mouse (desk top,
or Laptop)

Connection
cables

Light source, Camera control Camera-PC connection, Power supply for camera,
PC and Monitor etc

other

HCImage (Image capture software)

Wave length can be selected
upon dyes and easily
changed by a unite
TAMR (Ex. 531 nm Em. 593
nm) ; FAM (Ex. 475 nm Em.
530 nm )
Filter for TAMRA = FF01531/40-25 531 ± 20 nm;
FF01-593/40-25 593 ± 20
nm
Filter for FAM = FF01475/35-25 475 ± 20 nm;
FF01-530/43-25 530 ± 20
nm

Analysis software

Software for Array data analyses

Upon request cameras with different sensitivity can be supplied.
Optionally software for fluorescent intensity analysis is available.

Hyphenated Analyses Sample target of MALDI-TOF-MS
Peptidoglycan (PGN) microarray as a novel tool to explore protein-ligand recognition.
Biodetection and
MALDI-TOF-MS

Ref. Wang, N., Hirata, A., Nokihara, K., Fukase, K., Fujimoto, Y. Biopolymers 106, 422-429, 2016
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Biodetection and Microarray services
Content

Details

Arraying

Arraying customer’s own molecules on to PepTenChip®

Detection by fluorescent
scanner

Clients’ chip fluorescent analysis by laser-scanner then analyze by the device attachment
standard software; Device: Remodeled CRBIO IIe（Hitachi Software Engineering Co., Ltd.）

MALDI-TOF-MS
MALDI-TOF-MS/MS

MALDI-TOF analysis of chips from clients’ own made MS/MS analysis solely indicated in the
separate price list Device: UltraFlex III TOF/TOF (Bruker-Daltonics)

Data interpretation

Interpretation data from above analysis upon requests

Arraying conditions

Tailor-made available：call us for details; Delivery: 2 to 3 weeks

Sample

From clients

Distance between spots

100 ～500 µm

Number of sample

Under consultation

Device

NanoPrintTM

Spot diameter

＜100 µm

Material

PepTenChip® or client’s

Number of n

n= more than 3 spots

Number per order

MAX 50 plates/run

We charge the analyses without desired results. Consultation fee is calculated separately. Besides this, collaboration research or
system developments are separately calculated. Multiple analyses will be quoted the reduced price. The analyses for clients who
purchases PepTenChip® PA (designed peptide array) are 50% reduction.

SIGNIFICANCE & SUMMARY
1. Proteins can be mimicked by peptides, and Ppeptides can be designed and synthesized.
2. Peptides can have 3D structures.
3. The PepTenChip® system does not involve detection of specific molecules in a 1:1 manner, but it’s
principle of detection is the differences in fluorescent intensity change of capture peptides caused by
analytes.
4. The structural change of the analyte-peptide interaction is reflected in the fluorescent-intensity changes of
the capture molecules in a dose dependent manner (PAT: JP-US-EU).
5. PepTenChip®, a sensor device, discriminates 3D-structures of proteins
6. The novel chip material made from amorphous carbon has been developed, which has significant
advantages over
conventional glass slides.(PAT & PAT.P)
7. The PepTenChip® plates are suitable also for array consisting of DNA, sugar, antibody, antigen and low
molecular compounds.
8. The basic chemical modification of our surface is through an amino group and further derivatization to
carboxyl group, bromoacetyl group, succinimide ester, maleimide or biotin-streptavidin is easily achieved.
9. The protein can be identified through constructing the data base by the protein fingerprint method.

Key points
◎
◎
◎
◎

In the future, demand of molecular diagnosis using bio-chip will be dramatically increased.
Biochip promises rapid, energy saving, highly efficient analyses also ON-SITE.
Designed peptide array is a sensor device.
PepTenChip® is Biochips for characterization for proteins in the next generation
PepTenChip® applications
① Research in proteome, clinical medicine, environmental analyses.
② Quick diagnosis contributes in prognosis, early detection and prevention of disease; home medical care,
on-site examination.
③ Environmental monitoring
④ Safety control for food, agricultural chemicals
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Representative publications related to PepTenChip®

Japanese excluded
Upon requests related papers (pdf) can be sent personally by e-mail: PepTenChip@hipep.jp
Takahashi, M.; Nokihara, K.; Mihara, H. Chemistry and
Biology, 2003, 10, 53-60. Construction of a protein-detection
system using a loop peptide library with a fluorescence label
Nokihara, K.; Ohyama, T.; Usui, K.; Yonemura, K.; Takahashi,
M. and Mihara, H. Solid-Phase Synthesis and Combinatorial
Chemical Libraries 2004, Epton, R. ed.; Mayflower Scientific,
UK, 2004; pp 83-88. Development of peptide-chips focusing
on a high throughput protein-detection system
Usui, K.; Takahashi, M.; Nokihara, K.; Mihara, H. Molecular
Diversity, 2004, 8, 209-218. Peptide arrays with designed αhelical peptides for characterization of proteins from FRETfingerprint patterns
Usui, K.; Ojima, T, Takahashi, M.; Nokihara, K.; Mihara, H.
Biopolymers, Peptide Science, 2004, 76, pp 129-139. Peptide
arrays with designed secondary structures for protein
characterization using fluorescent fingerprint patterns
Mihara, H.; Usui, K.; Ojima, T, Suzuki, M.; Watanabe, S.;
Tomizaki, K.; Nokihara, K. Peptide Science 2004,
Shimohigashi, Y. ed.; The Japanese Peptide Society, 2005;
pp 113-114. Peptide Microarrays Using Designed Libraries for
Protein Detection
Nokihara, K.; Usui, K.; Yonemura, K.; Ohyama, T.; Oka, Y,
Tomizaki, K.; Mihara, H. Peptide Science 2004, Shimohigashi,
Y. ed.; The Japanese Peptide Society, 2005; pp 145-148.
Studies on Fluorescent Dyes and Surface Chemistry Focusing
on Practical Peptide Array Preparation
Nokihara, K.; Ohyama, T.; Yonemura, K.; Usui, K.; Tomizaki,
K.; Mihara, H. Peptide 2004, Flegel, M.; Fridkin, M.; Gilon, C.,
Slaninova, J. eds.; Kenes International, Geneva, 2005; pp
176-177. Optimization of peptide arrays on chip as novel
practical protein characterization system
Nokihara, K.; Ohyama, T.; Yonemura, K.; Oka, Y.; Usui, K.;
Mihara, H. Peptides 2005, Understanding Biology Using
Peptides, Sylvie E. Blondelle, ed.; American Peptide Society,
2005; pp 738-739. High Throughput Preparation of Peptide
Arrays Containing Two Fluorescent Dyes Focusing on Practical
Protein Detection Systems
Usui, K.; Tomizaki, K.; Ohyama, T.; Nokihara, K.; Mihara, H.
Molecular BioSystems, The Royal Society of Chemistry, 2006,
2, 113-121. A Novel Peptide Microarray for Protein Detection
and Analysis Utilizing a Dry Peptide Array System
Nokihara, K., Ohyama, T., Kawakami, H., Kawahira, N.,
Kodama, Y., Miyazato, N., Ono, N., Oka, Y. Peptides 2006,
Kenes International. Rolka, K., Rekowski, P., Silberring,
J.(ed.); pp 340-341, 2007.
Further development of a practical production system for
labeled peptide arrays focusing on high throughput protein
detection
Nokihara, K., Ohyama, T., Kawakami, H., Kawahira, N.,
Kodama, Y., Miyazato, N., Ono, N., Rasidi, S., Usui, K., Mihara,
H., Oka, Y. Peptide Science 2006, Mihara, H. and Ishida,
H.(ed.); Japanese Peptide Society, pp 334-335, 2007.
Construction of Novel High Throughput Recognition Systems
Using Labeled Peptide Arrays Focusing on Protein Detection
Chips

Nokihara, K.; Ohyama, T.; Ono, N.; Kawakami, H.; Kawahira,
N.; Kodama, Y.; Miyazato, N.; Suzuki, K.; Miyajima, M.;
Sogon, T, Hirata, A.; Kawasaki, T.; Takebayashi, Y.; Oka, Y.
Peptide Science 2007, Aimoto, S., Ono, S. eds.; Japanese
Peptide Society, 2008; pp 106-108. Development of peptide
arrays as sensor elements and novel chip-materials focusing
on practical bio-chip production
Kawasaki, T., Miyajima, M., Kawahira, N., Hirata, A., Ohyama,
T., and Nokihara, K. Peptide 2008, pp 184-185, 2008,
Lankinen, H. (Ed), Construction of O-glycoside peptide
libraries by Fmoc-SPPS using the building block strategy
Nokihara, K., Hirata, A., Takebayashi, Y., Ohyama, T.,
Kawasaki, T., Miyazato, N., Kodama, Y., Ono, N., Sogon, T.,
Suzuki, K., Miyajima, M., Kawahira, N. and Oka, Y. Peptide
Science 2008, Nomizu, M., ed.; Japanese Peptide Society, pp
95-98, 2009. Production of peptide and glycopeptide libraries
and development of novel materials for microarrays focusing
on protein detection
Nokihara, K., Hirata, A., Ohyama, T., Sogon, T., Kawasaki, T.,
Takebayashi, Y., Oka, Y. Peptide Science 2009, Okamoto, K.,
ed.; Japanese Peptide Society, pp 337-340, 2010. Biodetection Using a Novel Material for a Microarrays and a
Sample Tray for MALDI-TOF-MS
Kawasaki, T., Ohyama, T., Hirata, A. and Nokihara, K., Bull.
Chem. Soc. Jpn., 83, 799-801. 2010. Fingerprint-detection of
Sugar-Binding Proteins Generated by Labeled Structured
Glycopeptides Arrays
Nokihara, K., Hirata, A., Kasai, K., Ohyama, T., Yokoyama, T.,
Mohri, S. Peptide Science 2010, Fujii, N., Kiso, Y., ed.;
Japanese Peptide Society, pp 20, 2011. Design and Synthesis
of Peptides as Bio-sensor Elements which can Detect the
Structural Change of Prion Proteins
Kasai, K., Hirata, A., Ohyama, T., Nokihara, K., Yokoyama, T.,
Mohri, S. FEBS Lett., 586, 325-329, 2012. Novel assay with
fluorescence-labelled PrP peptides for differentiating L-type
atypical and classical BSEs, and scrapie
Mihara, H., Usui, K., Tsutsumi, H., Nokihara, K. Peptides,
Peptides Across the Pacific, pp 22-23, 2013, M. Label (Ed),
Proceedings of the 23rd American Peptide Symposium.
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Application of different body fluids related to diseases are under investigation

SUMMARY
PepTenChip®, a novel biodetection system, involving labeled structured peptides as capture molecules that
mimic specific protein structures & a sensor device, discriminates protein-structures, not only 1:1 basis.
PepTenChip® may play powerful diagnostic tools for example elderly peoples, who cannot speak to explain their
problems, such as pain.
PepTenChip® may provide the objective indicator not depending on doctor's skill, i.e. oral healthcare, neuronal
diseases such as multiple sclerosis.
Avoiding to visit clinics because of examination requires long waiting time, accompanies with pain etc.
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